
make listening your 
superpower 
We can agree right now that we need a healthy dose of healing. With

2020 being a year beyond our wildest imagination, most of us feel  

overwhelmed and unsure how to 

support those around us. How can

we move beyond the divisiveness? 

How can we come together to begin 

healing? What role can I play?

We know you KNOW how to listen, 

yet how do you listen?

An MIT study a few years ago 

tested the power of being heard. 

One study paired white Americans 

in Arizona with Mexican immigrants; 

the other paired Palestinians with 

Israelis in the Middle East. The 

participants engaged in facilitated 

discussion. Despite participants' 

strong perceptions coming into the conversations, both studies revealed

something important: positive interactions can happen when someone

feels heard.

It may surprise you that effective listening does not just happen.

Listening to understand, connect as humans, and delve into differences

for creative actions together is a skill. A skill that can be learned,

practiced and developed over time. We can help you learn how to listen.

In traumatic times, healing starts with being seen and heard.

 

As trained and committed impartial listeners, every day we witness how

people with strong differences come together through dialog. And, if

you think dialog is all about talking, think again. Effective dialog is as

much about listening as it is talking.

We offer several courses throughout the year where you can learn and

practice listening skills in a safe environment so you can work toward

making listening your superpower. 

resolution

There's no better time than

now to hone your dialog

skills. Consider these

upcoming training sessions

to do just that:

TOUGH 
CONVERSATIONS

Dec. 8-10
14 hours 

Online and interactive

 BASIC 
MEDIATION

March 3-5, 17-19
40 hours 

Online and interactive

coming up

fall 2020

CenterForResolution.org

Visit CenterForResolution.org
to sign up for one of these

trainings!



We are so grateful to the

sponsors who helped make our

Silver Linings Auction possible

this year. 
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thank you!
"I liked the interactive learning

and listening cycle."

That feedback after a

facilitation training in October

was just what we wanted. CDR

has spent months mastering

tools to provide interactive,

experiential learning online.  

Join us for an upcoming

training to learn how to use

civil dialog and conflict

resolution tools. You also may 

 pick up a few tools to help

improve your digital meetings

with better dialog and

outcomes. 

why cdr?

CenterForResolution.org

silver lining auction nets over $55,000 for civil dialog
Thanks to the generosity of CDR's friends, we can continue to support civil dialog in our community this

year. Our first-ever online auction offered up unique, COVID-friendly items, including a home makeover,

yard renovation, and dinner and dessert delivered to your door. We are honored to be able to continue to

serve you and our community and thank you so very much for your support. 

As we head into the holidays,

some of you may spend more

time conversing with relatives

and friends. 

Are you dreading difficult

discussions and awkward

moments? Rather than

avoiding them, what if you

faced them head on?

 CDR can help you navigate

the holidays using conflict

resolution and civil dialog

tools.

Contact us at Reception@

CenterForResolution.org or

253.572.3657. We will listen and

talk through options.

We may recommend conflict

coaching or mediation. 

 

Some people have told us they

thought mediation must be

court-ordered. Not true. It's an

effective way to participate in

facilitated dialog between at

least two people who disagree.

Choosing mediation or conflict

coaching is a giant first step

toward resolution and self-

determination!

talking turkey

The government has extended the eviction moratorium through

the end of the year, and we know there's work to be done now.

CDR is part of a pilot project to bring landlords and tenants

together to discuss how to avoid eviction where possible. 

We're already partnering with TacomaProBono and the Fair

Housing Center of Washington for outreach training, conflict

coaching (for payment plans), phone conciliation and

mediation. Call 253.572.3657 or visit CenterForResolution.org
for more information.

we're aiming to reduce evictions


